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Transformation
• Transformation is a sign of commercialisation (Armendariz

and Morduch, 2010)
• Transformation started in the 1990s (but more especially
since 2000s)
• Often presented as something ‘inevitable and necessary’
• Increase efficiency and financial sustainability
• Enlarge products and services range
• Increase societal impact
Transformation into for profit is often not taking up as
expected and encounter a number of difficulties
Key question: can organisations maintain hybridity?
We study the tensions of transforming
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How those elements evolve through out the transformation phases
creating different tensions/sturggles throughout the different
phases
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• Kenya (20) & Vietnam (42)
• 62 Interviews (semi-directive)
• Observation
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Analysis
• Iterative work between the interview data and the relevant

literature to develop appropriate themes and codes
Step 1: explorative study on a limited sample to identify the themes
Make sense of the data
Step 2: More detailed analysis of the selected interviews focusing on
primary questions (what, why, how, who, and when)
Step 3: Back and forth between data and literature with a focus on
institutional logics and identity to find patterns
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Another example: Ethics
• Co-authored with L. Kleynjans
• Research question: What is the specificity of codes of

ethics of social entreprises?
• Mexican microfinance codes
• Field: Business ethics (J: JBE)
• Methodology: Comparative case study
• Content analysis of 8 codes
• 10 interviews of internal stakeholders and experts

